DELTA OF PERSONAL PRONOUNS IN POLITICAL DISCOURSE

The intention behind language used by candidates during an election campaign is to persuade voters to vote for a particular political party. The aim of this article is to explore the use of personal pronoun delta: “I/WE a → YOU → THEY” in the speech by Jeremy Corbyn, English Labour Leader (2017) from the critical discourse analysis approach, focusing on their political speech functions. The pronouns ‘I’, ‘we’, ‘you’ and ‘they’ were chosen for the present research due to their presenting three major foci of the speech: the Speaker + Addressee + Opponent (negatively marked), or other than the the first two (positively marked) in political speeches. The third person singular pronouns ‘he’ and ‘she’ were not examined because of their the referential function. This paper will investigate the pragmatics of pronominal choice and the way in which politicians construct and convey their own identities and those of their parties and opponents within political speeches. The personal pronouns chosen can be used by speakers to refer to themselves and to others, and to evoke multiple identities of themselves and others, presented from a range of perspectives. The pronominal choices politicians make serve persuasive and strategic political functions. In this paper it has been argued that personal pronouns in political discourse reflect a variety of aspects of the speaker – ethics, education, communicative skills, determination and truth value, and the political culture of the party and the country, the relationship between the party and electors, etc. Some of these features are encoded in the personal pronoun used in the politician’s mode.
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DELTA OF PERSONAL PRONOUNS IN POLITICAL DISCOURSE

The deliberate and considered use of personal pronouns is one of the primary linguistic features used by political speakers to manage their audiences’ perceptions of in-groups and out-groups. The considered use of personal pronouns is a highly salient characteristic of political speech. The deliberate and considered use of personal pronouns in political speeches have a wave character. The peaks of publications reveal an intrinsic link between language and politics [see 11], and reassert the relationship of language and politics – they are interlinked with elections of either presidential elections, or midterm elections to the Congress in the US, or parliamentary elections the UK. The mass media, the fourth power in a democratic country, scrutinizes contemporary politics – the citizens or electorate want to hear the speech verbal content, to interpret its non-verbal constituent, to decode the speaker’s intentional meaning, and relate the speaker’s words to their deeds [4; 12]. The aim of this article is to explore the use of personal pronoun [22] delta: “I/WE a → YOU → THEY” in the speech by Jeremy Corbyn, English Labour Leader (2017) from the critical discourse analysis approach, focusing on their political speech functions. The pronouns ‘I’, ‘we’, ‘you’ and ‘they’ were chosen for the present research due to their presenting three major foci of the speech: the Speaker + Addressee + Opponent (negatively marked) [14, p.251; 16, p.59] or other than the the first two (positively marked) in political speeches. The third person singular pronouns ‘he’ and ‘she’ were not examined because of their the referential function [see 9, p.45; 17, p.59; 19, p.215; 18, p.529].

DISCUSSION. The use of personal pronouns has been shown in numerous previous studies of political language. Given that nearly all political speeches are ultimately intended to exploit in-group and out-group dynamics to the advantage of the speaker and the detriment of their political opponents, the considered use of personal pronouns is a highly salient characteristic of political speaking.

According to Fairclough [7, p.17-18], discourse is a way of representing aspects of world, processes, relations, and structures of material world, mental world of thoughts, feelings, beliefs, and social world, cf. language as social semiotic: the social interpretation of language and meaning [8, p.49; 15, p.60]. The concepts of identity and identification are central to accomplishing the persuasive aspect of political discourse during an election campaign. Candidates present themselves as being able to identify with the needs, wants and interests of the electorate and try to convince voters it is in their interest to identify with particular candidates. The personal pronouns chosen can be used by speakers to refer to themselves and to others, and to evoke multiple identities of themselves and others, presented from a range of perspectives. The pronominal choices politicians make serve persuasive and strategic political functions [20, p.447]. The traditional polarisation in politics is that of us vs. them (we/they). Political speeches usually include classical rhetorical devices such as figures of speech: simile, metaphor, the three-part statement and contrastive pairs (or antithesis). Politicians often refer to things in groups of three: veni, vidi, vici, (“I came, I saw, I conquered”) – Julius Caesar [1, p.1-3].

CORPUS ANALYSIS. The deliberate and considered use of personal pronouns is one of the primary linguistic features used by political speakers to manage their audiences’ perceptions of in-groups and out-groups. The deliberate and considered use of personal pronouns is one of the primary linguistic features used by political speakers to manage their audiences’ perceptions of in-groups and out-groups.
out-groups [see 6, p.64]. Interpersonal function of the personal pronouns and the functional approach to language has been influential in a diversity of analytic approaches to discourse modality and its units [8, p. 49].

First person singular I. In 12c., a shortening occurred in of Old English ic, the first person singular nominative pronoun, from Proto-Germanic *ük (source also of Old Frisian ik, Old Norse ek, Norwegian eg, Danish jeg, Old High German ih, German ich, Gothic ik), from PIE *ueg- (<L.) nominative form of the first person singular pronoun (source also of Sanskrit aham, Hittite uku, Latin ego (source of French Je), Greek ego, Russian ja, Lithuanian aš). Reduced to i by mid-12c. in northern England, later everywhere; the form ich or ik, especially before vowels, lingered in northern England until c. 1400 and survived in southern dialects until 18c. It began to be capitalized mid-13c. to mark it as a distinct word and avoid misreading in handwritten manuscripts (Dictionary of Etymology).

The least frequent pronoun amongst three is I in the British English political discourse, wherein the speaker does not separate himself/herself from the community, and in case of the Leader s/he speaks on behalf of the party or the nation “we”!

(1) When the personal pronoun I is used, it refers not just to the speaker of the utterance, (2) When it is used to refer to any of the speaker’s interactional and social identities (3) To describe the specific deeds [18, p.539]. (4) In political speeches, I can be used by the speaker to convey his opinion, it makes the speech more subjective.

(5) It shows the authority of the speaker and it can be a way to show compassion with the audience [3, p.27]. But the issue of subjectivity is what might make some politicians avoid using I.

(6) The first person singular pronoun of I in political speeches gives a sense of here and now, suggesting that I captures the moment.

(7) I can also be used to create a ‘relationship’ with the audience, because using I makes the speech seem as if it is on a more personal level.

(8) I might also be used to show commitment to the audience and personal involvement in issues; I gives the speaker a personal voice that distances him from others. This means that it cannot always be expected that the other members of his party agree with the speaker’s opinions when the pronoun I is used [see 10, 397].

The advantage of using I is that it shows personal involvement, which is especially useful when positive news is delivered. N.R. Bramley points out that ‘I think’ is also used in these interviews as a way of making a claim for which they do not want to be held accountable. The meaning of ‘I think’ in the speech also allows politicians to make a strong claim within a proposition that s/he may not otherwise be able to make [cf. 3, p.27; 65]:

1. And I mean richer in every sense. (on behalf of the party)
2. So today, I say to taxi cheats, the rip off bosses, the greedy bankers;
3. It makes me angry. And I know it makes the people of Britain angry too.

The Modern English we, first person plural pronoun, <d and another or others,> developed from Proto-Germanic *wejes(source also of Old Saxon wi, Old Norse ver, Danish vi, Old Frisian wi, Dutch wij, Old High German and German wir, Gothic weis <we>, from PIE *weg- (source also of Sanskrit vayam, Old Persian vayam, Hittite wes, Gothic weis <we>, Old Church Slavonic ve <we two>), Lithuanian vėdu <we two>). The <royal we> (use of plural pronoun to denote oneself) is at least as old as «Beowulf» (c. 725); use by writers to establish an impersonal style is also from Old English; it was especially common 19c. in unsigned editorials, to suggest staff consensus, and was lampooned as such at least since 1853 (Dictionary of Etymology).

The use of we to express ambiguity of reference and group membership. The denotational or basic meaning of we is collective identity or group membership; ‘you and I’, ‘I and an(other)’ [see 23]:

(1) implicit in the use of we is the authority to speak on behalf of others. Politicians use we for a number of different purposes:
(2) to talk on behalf of their party, to deflect individual responsibility; to include or exclude hearers from group membership;
(3) to invoke a general collective response or attitude to a matter.
(4) by saying our administration, instead of my administration.

The Nominative we usually combines with modal verbs: will, can, convince and correlates with the Accusative us and Possessive our. And three of them are positively charged by the speaker. We points to institutional identity; us and them stand for dichotomy of just me/not just someone else; we co-implicate the people: we presupposes collective response [3, p.731]:

1. We can transform Britain into a country that – instead of being run for the rich – is a one where everyone can lead richer lives.
2. Richer because all of us have potential to fulfill, family to support, interests to pursue, richer when that potential is not held back.
3. We caught a glimpse of that wealth only two days ago when Rupert Murdoch’s Sunday Times published its Rich List. (I as one of you)
4. That’s what we mean when we say the system is rigged for the rich. (our party)
5. We have to convince the sceptical and undecided. (our party and supporters) [They are not sure which way to turn.]
6. Labour is under attack because we are standing up to the elites who are determined to hijack Brexit to pay even less tax and take even more of the wealth we all create. (we: not them)
7. We’re drawing a line. (this is the last straw)
8. In the coming days, we will be setting out our plan to transform Britain. (promise; swear).
9. The question now is what sort of Brexit do we want – and what sort of country do we want Britain to be after Brexit? (the common people).
10. We won’t be paying lip-service to working people. (the party will keep on supporting you).
11. When we win, the British people win. The nurse, the teacher, the small trader, the carer, the builder, the office worker win.

The Modern English you developed from the Old English eow, dative and accusative plural of pu [see thou: 17, p.59], objective case of ge, eoe (see ye), from Proto-Germanic *jux-, *jweiz (source also of Old Norse yr, Old Saxon iar, Old Frisian ieoe, Middle Dutch, Dutch u, Old High German iu, iuwh, German eich), from PIE *yu, second person (plural) pronoun. Pronunciation of you and the nominative form ye gradually merged from 14c.; the distinction between them passed out of general
usage by 1600. Widespread use of French in England after 12c. gave English you the same association as French vous, and it began to drive out singular nominative thou, originally as a sign of respect (similar to the «royal we») when addressing superiors, then equals and strangers, and ultimately becoming the general form of address. Through 13c. English also retained a dual pronoun ink «you two; your two selves; each other (Dictionary of Etymology). Depending on the political arena, the addressee (YOU) may be portrayed not merely as the Other but as a Threat or an Enemy [see 21; 11, cf. 15, p.60].

The use of Nominative you and Possessive you reflects one community. The pronoun you usually refers to the person(s) the speaker is talking to. Although, you has multiple functions: (1) to serve as an indefinite (generic) pronoun; (2) the indefinite you can be a replacement for I and refer to the speaker, and also be used by the speaker to include himself as a member of a category; (3) indefinite you is not used to discuss actual experience; instead it is used to discuss ‘conventional wisdom’. In this sense, you is used to convey common sense or generally admitted truth, with the hope of receiving the agreement of the audience [1, p.13f]. When using the indefinite version of the pronoun you, it can be unclear whom the speaker is referring to. It can be used to refer to anyone and/or everyone.

1. If you’re a young couple, or anyone trying to get a home and can’t make a home because rent and house prices are too high.
2. Then you’re being held back.
3. And if you’ve worked hard all your life, but can’t pursue your dreams in retirement because you’re supporting your family well into adulthood. Then you too are being held back.

The pronouns of address in Early Modern English are suggested that you and thou might have functioned as markers of in-group or out-group relations in the negotiation of social identities, and as discourse markers signalling a change of conversational topic and the presence of a boundary in the structure of the dialogue [5, p.9].

The use of personal pronouns in political discourse illustrate that I can be used for distancing the speaker from the addressee (you), to underline that the speaker and addressee are equal (we) the thing or the person (they) spoken of [see 24]. It can also be used to lessen the speaker’s responsibility for actions or events. It can be used to show ideological differences, as discussed earlier in the use of us and them.

The pronoun they goes back to c. 1200, from a Scandinavian source (Old Norse þeir, Old Danish, Old Swedish þer, þair), originally masculine plural demonstrative pronoun, from Proto-Germanic *ðaih, nominative plural pronoun, from PIE *to-, demonstrative pronoun (see that). Gradually replaced Old English hi, hie, plurals of he, heo “she,” hit “it” by c. 1400. Colloquial use for “anonymous people in authority” is attested from 1886. They say for “it is said” is in Milton.

The most important loan of this kind [from Scandinavian to English] was that of the pronomial forms they, them and their, which entered readily into the system of English pronouns beginning with the same sound (that, this) and were felt to be more distinct than the old native forms which they supplanted (Dictionary of Etymology).

The pronouns of address in Early Modern English are suggested that you and thou might have functioned as markers of in-group or out-group relations in the negotiation of social identities, and as discourse markers signalling a change of conversational topic and the presence of a boundary in the structure of the dialogue [5, p.9].

The use of personal pronouns in political discourse illustrate that I can be used for distancing the speaker from the addressee (you), to underline that the speaker and addressee are equal (we) the thing or the person (they) spoken of [see 24]. It can also be used to lessen the speaker’s responsibility for actions or events. It can be used to show ideological differences, as discussed earlier in the use of us and them.

The pronoun they goes back to c. 1200, from a Scandinavian source (Old Norse þeir, Old Danish, Old Swedish þer, þair), originally masculine plural demonstrative pronoun, from Proto-Germanic *ðaih, nominative plural pronoun, from PIE *to-, demonstrative pronoun (see that). Gradually replaced Old English hi, hie, plurals of he, heo “she,” hit “it” by c. 1400. Colloquial use for “anonymous people in authority” is attested from 1886. They say for “it is said” is in Milton.

The most important loan of this kind [from Scandinavian to English] was that of the pronomial forms they, them and their, which entered readily into the system of English pronouns beginning with the same sound (that, this) and were felt to be more distinct than the old native forms which they supplanted (Dictionary of Etymology).

The pronouns of address in Early Modern English are suggested that you and thou might have functioned as markers of in-group or out-group relations in the negotiation of social identities, and as discourse markers signalling a change of conversational topic and the presence of a boundary in the structure of the dialogue [5, p.9].

The use of personal pronouns in political discourse illustrate that I can be used for distancing the speaker from the addressee (you), to underline that the speaker and addressee are equal (we) the thing or the person (they) spoken of [see 24]. It can also be used to lessen the speaker’s responsibility for actions or events. It can be used to show ideological differences, as discussed earlier in the use of us and them.

The pronoun they goes back to c. 1200, from a Scandinavian source (Old Norse þeir, Old Danish, Old Swedish þer, þair), originally masculine plural demonstrative pronoun, from Proto-Germanic *ðaih, nominative plural pronoun, from PIE *to-, demonstrative pronoun (see that). Gradually replaced Old English hi, hie, plurals of he, heo “she,” hit “it” by c. 1400. Colloquial use for “anonymous people in authority” is attested from 1886. They say for “it is said” is in Milton.

The most important loan of this kind [from Scandinavian to English] was that of the pronomial forms they, them and their, which entered readily into the system of English pronouns beginning with the same sound (that, this) and were felt to be more distinct than the old native forms which they supplanted (Dictionary of Etymology).

The Modern English political discourse the pronoun they is used in the following functions: (1) to separate themselves or their ‘group’ from others, i.e. they excludes I. They points to those who are not we; (2) It is used to form an oppositional relationship between him or her and others, often with negativity towards the others; (3) they is, just like we, used to create an us and them separation; (4) it can be used to make the speaker seem less responsible for his or her actions and show ideological difference among people and positive presentation of self [see 3]; (5) they can be used to distance self from other both consciously and subconsciously; (6) by separating us from them, the speaker sometimes creates an image of them being inferior to us [13, p.36]; (7) they can also be used in a neutral context, where the speaker does not speak of the others in a negative or positive way, even if they are still not part of the same group as him or her; (8) they is used in an oppositional context; they is registered in an affiliative context; they is regularly used in a neutral context; the Generic they is used to refer to they (unspecified categorical they [3, p. 184f.]);

1. Resign themselves to things the way they are – underestimating just how many more burdens the Tories could impose if their mission to rig the system for the rich isn’t halted. (not our party)
2. [We have to convince the sceptical and undecided] They are not sure which way to turn. (those, who are still not supporters of the Labour Party)
3. In case their talk of fairness doesn’t wash, they have another card to play. (Tories)

FINDINGS & PERSPECTIVES. In this paper we have been arguing that personal pronouns in political discourse reflect a variety of aspects of the speaker – ethics, education, communicative skills, determination and truth value, and the political culture of the party and the country, the relationship between the party and electors, etc. Some of these features are encoded in the personal pronoun use in the politician’s mode.

Politicians use pronouns to refer to categories and group memberships in which they can choose to place themselves or not. The choice is always based on presenting themselves in a positive light. The hearers can choose to be a part of these categories, or not (Saj, 2012).

Since there are quite a lot of publications on pronominal choices in politics of politicians working in the UK, the USA or elsewhere, it might be interesting to compare and analyze pronouns in politics used by politicians from Ukraine in future studies, to see their common and distinctive features.
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